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INT. STAGE. NIGHT

FADE IN FROM BLACK:

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Time unknown. Location unknown

and the players unknown.

NUMBER NONE, mid 30s, dressed in a black suit, top hat and

white shirt sits atop a chair on a stage, his face hidden

by layers of bandages.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

But what I can tell you is the

following takes place in the

furthest reaches of mans

primitive mind.

A latex glove encased hand picks up a pair of scissors

from a medical table.

The scissors SNIP methodically at the bandages.

The latex encased hand carefully peels the bandages away

from Number None’s face.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

For even as I speak, a never

ending war is being fought

between two sides, where as usual

there is a predestined outcome. A

winner and a loser.

The bandages flow to the floor in a snaking spiral.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Think of the following as an

audition and the act as a kind of

dance, in a movement we like to

call the Danse Macabre.

Number None, face concealed by his hands, leans forward in

the chair.

He springs to his feet, rapidly outstretching his arms to

resemble a cross, throws his head up, beaming a

wide, exuberant grin.

NUMBER NONE

I feel like a new man!

In front of the stage eight dark figures, faces shrouded

by hoods, sit single file and motionless in front of a

table. These are the Everymen, homogeneous in every way.

EVERYMAN ONE, sat in front of a tape player, mechanically

presses the play button.



2.

CANNED APPLAUSE blares from the stages PA system.

All the Everymen clap in unison, resembling robotic

monkeys with symbols.

Number None strides to the front of the stage. Full of

confidence, he starts his performance.

NUMBER NONE

Please forgive my laughter but

you see my old self was getting

boring and rather stuffy,

Claustrophobia in its unforgiving

bravado, I never dreamed that a

man such as I, Self centered

angry and stubborn, Could reshape

raw material,

He gestures wildly towards his chest, as he gazes out over

the Everymen.

NUMBER NONE (CONT’D)

And to think I resisted for so

long, I am this years model,

True, The nose kind of like a ski

slope, The front end of a

Concorde in flight, Could do with

a little work but it will

suffice, And the hair?

He snatches the top hat from his head, streaks of white on

brown down to his ears. He hurls the top hat gracefully

from the stage.

NUMBER NONE (CONT’D)

Something must be done about the

hair!, A hair cut?, Hair die

perhaps?, Maybe a dab of just for

men?, A damn good wash?, We can

fix that,

A white spotlight creeps over Number none, growing in

intensity.

NUMBER NONE (CONT’D)

Oh how I love to jest, And inside

this "new me" confidence grows

like a flower in summer, I can

see light burning the

shadows, Fantastic light all

around, Oh how I rejoice!,

The white spotlight vanishes as it reaches a brilliant

peak.
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NUMBER NONE (CONT’D)

I can lock away the old me

indefinitely "So last year", It

lies in front of my feet, An

abounded husk, A crushed shell,

Oh how pathetic it looks, Red

really was not my colour, Did I

mention I feel like a new man? Ha

ha ha!

The exuberance disappears from Number None. His arms

outstretched, he stares down at the stage as his eyes

clench.

His head creeps up, different now, his eyes

sneering, angular. He launches into a second poem.

NUMBER NONE

Facade, A shattered visage,

Another masked masquerade,

Society has made, Come as you

are, Be yourself, When in doubt,

Be someone else, Who shall I be

today?, Handsome, Charming, An

easy lay?,

The back of the Everymen’s heads, Number None high above

them, stalking the stage sideways.

NUMBER NONE (CONT’D)

The joker the fool, The life and

the soul, I blame society, It was

their folly, For not saying

sorry, Is it fair to say, They

made me this way?,

Number None motions towards the Everymen.

NUMBER NONE (CONT’D)

Lost shapes, Lost monopoly

pieces, Pieces of tin, Bits of

the jigsaw puzzles, That don’t

fit in, Scattered thoughts, And

words creeping with stealth, All

identity is lost, If you’re not

comfortable Being yourself, So

who should I be today?

With a smug smile, Number None takes an energized bow.

Slowly winding up in pace, the CANNED APPLAUSE blares from

the PA system once again, seemingly by itself, then cuts

out sharply.

The Everymen sit completely motionless in joyless

indifference.
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They each hold up a score card displaying the number 0, a

mechanized Mexican wave.

EVERYMAN SEVEN, one from the end, displays a number 6. He

hurriedly turns it over to reveal a 0.

The Everymen begin to chatter indistinctly, merging into a

dull DRONE.

Number None, rooted to the spot, stares out over the

Everymen.

A bright light, pulsating with sentience, shines in his

face accompanied by a mocking mechanical WHIR.

The Everymen stand up one by one, pull the hoods from over

their heads revealing the featureless contours of their

faces, a collective crowd.

The sentient light shines in Number None’s apprehensive

face.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM. NIGHT

An EVERYWOMAN gives birth to a screaming EVERYBABY.

INT. STAGE. NIGHT

As the light continues to pulse, Number None’s face screws

up in sheer terror.

INT. KITCHEN. DAY

The Everybaby, kicking and screaming, smeared with food,

sits in a high chair.

INT. STAGE. NIGHT

The light continues to pulse, quicker now.

INT. KITCHEN. DAY

The Everybaby’s head bursts like an over inflated balloon,

showering the highchair with crimson globs.

INT. STAGE. NIGHT

The light still continues to pulse, even quicker now.

Number None’s face, rigid in defiance.

The light dissipates, leaving blackness and a deathly

silence.

Number None let’s out a sharp, primal scream.

The Everymen mimic Number None’s SCREAM in a robotic

fashion.
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Six ORDERLIES, brutish and towering, dressed in white

overalls, emerge from the wings of the stage.

The Orderlies take an intimidating step towards Number

None.

Number None takes a startled step back.

The Orderlies take two confused steps back.

Number None tentatively takes two steps forward.

The Orderlies take three hurried steps forward.

Number None, more at ease, jauntily takes three steps

back.

The Orderlies rush at Number None, enveloping him with

thick arms and torsos.

The Orderlies spread out like the petals of a flower as

they back away from Number None.

Number None knells, head tilted down, held in his hands.

He slowly pulls his hands away from his face,

lethargically looks up.

The contours of his face are now featureless, the same as

the Everymen, drained of life.

Number None apathetically rises, pulls a hood over his

blank face.

The Everymen clamber onto the stage, loosing Number None

among their numbers.

We see the Everymen’s faces one by one, blank, devoid of

any sense of individuality.

NARRATOR (V.O.)

Filed, stamped and numbered. The

dance that became a wake. The act

that became a mime. The facade

that was found then lost forever.

Added one by one to the sum of

their parts. One of a dozen and a

dozen more maybes.

FADE TO BLACK:

THE END


